INCOSE Midwest Gateway Chapter presents

Systems Engineering Career Lifecycle

Shaun Mathews  
Saint Louis University

Bill Jennings  
Boeing (retired)

Kara Heimberger  
DRS

Mary Malast  
DRS

Matt Ingram  
Mastercard

Thursday Feb 28 @ Ferguson Brewing Co.

A panel of five systems engineers at various stages of their career—from student to mid-career to retired—answers lightning-round questions about their journey.

Reserve your ticket, get speaker bios, and submit your questions at incose-mgc.org/career-lifecycle

5:00 – Networking  
5:30 – Dinner  
6:30 – Action  
RSVP by February 25

Want an SE mentor?  
Want to be an SE mentor?  
Get connected:  
info@incose-mgc.org